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Abstract: In this paper, ensemble-based machine learning models with gradient boosting machine
and random forest are proposed for predicting the power production from six different solar PV
systems. The models are based on three year’s performance of a 1.2 MW grid-integrated solar photo-
voltaic (PV) power plant. After cleaning the data for errors and outliers, the model features were
chosen on the basis of principal component analysis. Accuracies of the developed models were tested
and compared with the performance of models based on other supervised learning algorithms, such
as k-nearest neighbour and support vector machines. Though the accuracies of the models varied
with the type of PV systems, in general, the machine learned models developed under the study could
perform well in predicting the power output from different solar PV technologies under varying
working environments. For example, the average root mean square error of the models based on the
gradient boosting machines, random forest, k-nearest neighbour, and support vector machines are
17.59 kW, 17.14 kW, 18.74 kW, and 16.91 kW, respectively. Corresponding averages of mean absolute
errors are 8.28 kW, 7.88 kW, 14.45 kW, and 6.89 kW. Comparing the different modelling methods,
the decision-tree-based ensembled algorithms and support vector machine models outperformed
the approach based on the k-nearest neighbour method. With these high accuracies and lower
computational costs compared with the deep learning approaches, the proposed ensembled models
could be good options for PV performance predictions used in real and near-real-time applications.

Keywords: solar PV power prediction; machine learning; random forest; support vector machines;
k-nearest neighbour; gradient boosting machine

1. Introduction

As part of the worldwide initiatives for addressing the climate change [1] and long-
term energy security challenges, policies and programs are implemented for increasing
the share of sustainable energy resources in the global power sector. With an estimated
global installed capacity of 228 GW by 2022 [2], solar energy would play a major role in this
emerging clean energy scenario. Improvements in the conversion efficiencies and reduction
in the unit costs [3–5], along with the implementation of incentive mechanisms such as
feed-in tariff and net metering [3], makes solar PV an attractive renewable energy option
for large scale deployments.

As solar resources are stochastic, power developed by the PV systems fluctuates con-
siderably, even within short time spans. Power prediction models for the PV plants, which
correlate relevant weather variables, viz., solar insolation, wind speed, relative humidity,
ambient temperature, etc. [6–9], with the system output is essential for understanding
and managing these temporal variations in the generation. Popular tools used for such
predictions are based on generalized physical equations. These models often may not fully
capture the effects of site-dependent parameters. In the case of solar PV powerplants with
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sufficient operational data, machine learning (ML) techniques can effectively be employed
for correlating the weather parameters with the PV system performance.

Machine learning methods are being successfully used in understanding modelling
energy resources and systems. Considering the specific application of predicting solar
PV power output, ML algorithms based on non-linear regression, such as support vector
machine [SVM] [1,3,10,11] k-nearest neighbour [k-NN] [3,12], Markov chain [13], etc., have
been proposed. These models, which are relatively simpler and computationally light,
shows moderate accuracies when used for solar PV power predictions [3]. To further en-
hance the model performance, deep learning algorithms, such as artificial neural networks
[ANNs], are widely used [14–19] for the prediction schemes. For improving the model
accuracy, advanced modelling methods based on extreme learning machine [ELM] with
single layer feed forward neural network has been suggested in [20]. For learning long-term
details in sequences and to extract features from the time series power data, the radiation
classification coordinate [RCC] method is also being applied in a long short-term memory
[LSTM] models as reported in [21]. Nevertheless, ANN-based models may have instability
issues in a relatively smaller data set [11]. With small changes in the input data sets, this
could result in significant variations in the predictions [11,22]. Further, these approaches
are computationally demanding and may not be suitable for applications where real-time
or near-real-time predictions are needed.

Compared with individual learners, ensemble-based ML techniques generally perform
better, as they could overcome the above limitation [16,17]. They are computationally
lighter compared with complex deep learning algorithms [23–25] and, hence, are suitable
for real time prediction applications. In view of these advantages, some of the recent
studies [1,26,27] proposed ensemble-based ML models, such as random forests [RF] and
gradient boosted regression trees [GBM], for solar PV power prediction. Nevertheless,
compared with other methods, ensemble-based models are relatively less explored in solar
power forecasting. For example, in some recent reviews and evaluations on PV power
forecasting [28,29], no studies on decision-tree-based ensembled algorithms are reported.

In this study, we propose ensemble machine learning models for predicting the power
output from six different solar photovoltaic technologies operating under tropical environ-
ments. Accuracies of these models are then compared with methods based on supervised
learning algorithms, such as SVM and kNN, which were reported in our earlier paper [3].

Compared with the previous investigations in this area, the present study has the
following novel features:

1. In contrast to the previous studies which mostly consider a single type of PV system,
we present prediction models for six different PV systems, covering both the first- and
second-generation PV technologies, working under the same operating weather conditions.

2. While several reported studies are based on PV systems of smaller sizes, perfor-
mance data from a 1.2 MW well-instrumented and grid-integrated solar PV power plant is
used for developing and testing the proposed models.

3. Substantial performance data, covering three years of commercial operation of
the plant and collected at high resolution of 1 min, are used for the model development
and testing.

After this introductory section, ensemble machine learning methods used in this study
are introduced. The methodology adopted for the development of the models are then
discussed, highlighting the features of the experimental solar farm and the descriptions
on the pre-processing of the data. Selection of model features and its optimal structure are
also discussed. Finally, performance of the models is presented and discussed along with
the salient conclusions of the study.
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2. Ensemble Machine Learning Methods

The ensemble-based machine learning methods used in this study are random forest
(RF) and gradient boosting machine (GBM). These methods are briefly explained in the
following sections. Details of SVM and kNN, which were used for the comparison, can be
found in our previous paper [3].

2.1. Gradient Boosting Machine

In the gradient boosting machine (GBM) technique, predictions from several decision
trees are integrated together for generating the final predictions. By implementing gradient
descent in function space, GBMs construct a forward stage-wise addictive model [30]. The
direction of the steepest descent is like gradient descent in parameter space, and the mth

iteration can be given by the negative gradient of the loss function [30]:

− gm(x) = −
[

∂L(y, f (x))
∂ f (x)

]
f (x) = f (m−1)(x) (1)

By taking a step along this direction, it will eventually reduce the loss. At each iteration,
to predict the negative gradient, a regression tree model will be fitted into the model. As a
result, a surrogate loss is used in the squared error. For determination of the step length ρm,
further effort is necessary, as the negative gradient gives only the direction of the step. Line
search [31] can be performed by:

Φm = arg minΦ ∑n
i=1 [(−gm(xi))−Φ(xi)]

2 (2)

ρm = arg minρ ∑n
i=1 L(Yi, f (m−1)(xi) + ρΦm(xi)) (3)

2.2. Random Forest

Random forest is a tree-based ensemble machine learning technique based on the
classification and regression trees (CART) method [32–35]. In developing a CART model,
initially a model is constructed through a growing step by recursive partitioning of the
set of observations, choosing the best “split” to divide the current set of observations in
two subsets, minimizing the local internal variance of the response [36]. Here, a split is
defined by a variable and a threshold. To avoid the possibilities of overfitting, the CART
model development performs a growing step, which is then followed by a pruning step.
This approach suffers from the drawback of instability with respect to perturbations on the
training data set. To overcome this issue, [32] introduced RF, where the search is limited to
a random subset of input variables at each splitting node; thus, the tree could grow fully
without pruning. RF makes use of bagging (bootstrap aggregation) to combine multiple
random predictors in order to aggregate predictions, which improves the stability and
accuracy of the model. This helps to avoid over-fitting and generalizing of the training
data, thereby reducing variance. The number of input variables randomly chosen at each
split, which is denoted as mtry, and the number of trees in the forest, which is represented
as ntree, are the two main tuning parameters, and the algorithm is fairly robust to the choice
of these values. The estimated output Ŷ obtained by averaging the output of all trees can
be expressed as

Ŷ =
1
k ∑k

i=1 Ti(X) (4)

where k is the number of regression trees, X is the vectored input variable, and Ti (x)
is a single regression tree constructed on the basis of a subset of input variables and
the bootstrapped samples. The algorithm of RF for regression involves the following
steps [33,37]: (1) Extract ntree bootstrap samples from the original data; (2) For each of these
samples, randomly sample mtry predictors (variables) at each node, grow an unpruned
classification or regression tree, and choose the best split among these variables; (3) Estimate
the new data by aggregating the predictions of ntree trees (i.e., majority vote is used for
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classification, average is used for regression); and (4) For every bootstrap iteration, estimate
the data which are not included in the bootstrap sample (“out-of-bag”, or OOB, data) using
the tree grown with the bootstrap sample. For a tree grown on bootstrapped data, the OOB
data can be used as a test set for that tree. The training is terminated when the OOB error
stabilizes. The OOB error rate which corresponds to the prediction error for the OOB data
is used in evaluating the quality of the fitted model. The OOB error is used to estimate
the generalization ability of the model and serves as a type of internal cross validation.
For each observation (Xi, Yi), an estimation Ŷi of Yi is made by aggregating only the trees
constructed over bootstrap samples not containing (Xi, Yi). The OOB error (OOBerr) can be
expressed as

OOBerr =
1
n ∑n

i=1

(
Yi − Ŷi

)2 (5)

3. Development of the Models

Methodology adopted for developing the solar output prediction models using the
proposed machine learning techniques and evaluating their performances are presented in
Figure 1. Details of these are discussed in the following sections:

3.1. Data Description

The data required for developing the proposed machine learning models are collected
from Tenaga Suria Brunei (TSB) solar PV power plant in Brunei Darussalam. Configuration
of the solar PV systems in the plant and data collection systems are shown in Figure 2.
There are six different types of solar systems in the farm, which covers the first and second
generations of solar PV technologies. These are (a) Single crystalline silicon (sc-Si), (b)
Polycrystalline silicon (mc-Si), (c) Microcrystalline silicon (nc-Si/a-Si), (d) Amorphous
silicon (a-Si), (e) Copper indium selenium (CIS), and (f) Hetero-junction with intrinsic thin
layer (HIT). Each of these modules have the same peak capacity of 200 kW. Specifications
of these are given in Table 1. As seen from the figure, two types of modules are jointly
connected to a converter. Further, every two converters are connected to an inverter.
Various operational data from the system, including the weather parameters and power
output, are collected through sensors and data loggers. Data are sensed every second,
which are then averaged into minute values for this study.

3.2. Data Pre-Processing and Feature Selection

The power data from different PV systems, corresponding to three years of operation
of the power plant, were collected for the study. Along with this, corresponding weather
parameters, such as solar insolation, ambient temperature, relative humidity, and wind
velocity, were also collected. Being the most important weather parameter in solar PV
conversion, monthly averaged total daily global solar insolation at the site is presented in
Figure 3. As seen from the figure, the solar resource reaches its maximum of 6.32 kWh in
the month of March and its minimum of 3.85 kWh in November. The annual averaged daily
global insolation at the site is 4.97 kWh. This indicates the strong solar resource available
at the site from the weather and power data thus collected; data corresponding to 0700
to 1700 h (productive day time) were filtered. These data were further cleaned to remove
possible errors and outliers. Feature selection is an important step in the development of
machine learning models, as irrelevant features may add noise to the model. Keeping this
in view, the possibility of using principle component analysis (PCA), which is widely used
for data dimensionality reduction, was considered in this study. In a trial considering the
total output from the farm, the average mean absolute error (MAE) and root mean square
error (RMSE) of the models were found to be reduced by 19.8% and 4.6%, respectively.
Hence, the dimensionality of the models was reduced through PCA.
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Table 1. Specification of the solar PV systems.

Module Type Power Output
per Module (W)

Efficiency at
STC (%) No. of Modules Area (m2)

Single crystalline 180 14.1 1116 1462
Polycrystalline 185 13.4 1098 1518

Microcrystalline 130 8.2 1540 2426
Amorphous 100 6.3 2000 3150

CIS 80 8.9 2500 1979
HIT 205 16 980 1257

PCA maximizes the correlation among the initial variables, thereby forming a new
set of mutually orthogonal variables, namely principal components (PCs). Among the
PCs in order, the first PC represents most of the variance in the data, and the subsequent
ones account for the largest proportion of variability that has not been accounted for by
its predecessors [38]. The eigenvalue test is used to retain the most significant principal
components (PCs) which have eigenvalues greater than one [39]. The retained PCs are then
rotated using varimax rotation. This ensures that each variable is maximally correlated with
only one component and has a near zero association with the other components [40]. The
factor loadings after the rotation reflects the contribution of the variables to a given PC as
well as the similarity among the variables. A factor loading higher than 0.75 is considered
as “strong”, 0.75–0.50 as “moderate”, and 0.49–0.30 as “weak”. High factor loading of
a variable indicates its strong contribution to a particular PC [32]. On the basis of these
criteria, two PCs (PC1 and PC2) were chosen for the model development. Solar irradiance
and temperature were predominantly embedded in PC1, whereas the wind characteristics
are reflected in PC2.
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3.3. Model Features and Validation

The RF and GBM based solar PV power prediction models, as discussed above, were
trained using the train data set. For minimizing the model bias and enhancing the model
performance, k-fold cross-validation was performed, taking a k value of 10. The optimal
GBM models thus developed had 100 trees with a learning rate of 0.100. Limit depth of
individual trees was considered as 3. The RF models have regression random forests with
300 trees. Similarly, the SVM models, with which the performances of the GBM and RF
approaches are compared, have radial kernels with cost function 1, gamma 0.5, epsilon 0.1,
and number of support vectors 30. The KNN models of rectangular kernels with a k of 7
and Euclidean distance of 2 were also used for the comparison.

The optimal RF and GBM models thus developed were tested for accuracies with
the test data set. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), normalized root mean square error
(NRMSE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE), and Coefficient of Determination (R2) were used
as indices to evaluate the model performance [3,12], where

RMSE =

√√√√√ 1
N

N

∑
i=1

(∧
yi − yi

)2
(6)

NRMSE =
RMSE(

y(max) − y(min)

) (7)

MAE =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

∣∣∣∧yi − yi

∣∣∣ (8)

and

R2 = 1−
∑
(

yi −
∧
yi

)2

∑ (yi − yi)
2 (9)

where N is the total number of datapoints, yi is the observed power, ŷi is the predicted

power, and
−
y i is the mean value of actual power. In addition, y(max) and y(min) are the

maximum and minimum value of observed power, respectively.
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4. Performance of the Models

The power predicted by the RF and GBM models for the six solar PV systems under
varying operating environments are compared in Figures 4–9. The solid lines represent
the model predictions, whereas the scattered points are the observed power. Closeness of
the points representing the observed power to the prediction line are indications of the
model accuracies. As seen from the figures, both the RF and GBM models could perform
well in estimating the power generation from different solar PV systems. Differences in the
predicted and observed power vary with the PV technologies, with predictions for single
and polycrystalline panels being closer to the actual measurements.
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Further, for quantifying the model performances, errors between the predictions and
observations were computed using the different error metrices defined in Section 3.3. On
the basis of the same data, prediction models based on support vector machines (SVM) and
k-nearest neighbour (kNN) were also developed and tested, as discussed in our previous
study on this same solar PV plant, reported in [3]. These are then compared with the
performance of the proposed ensembled models, as presented in Figure 10. Though the ac-
curacies of the models vary with the panel type and the applied machine learning method,
in general, all the ML models could reasonably capture the performance of the solar PV
systems. For different panel types of 200 kWp rated capacity, the RMSEs of GBM and RF
models ranged from 12.87 kW to 22.25 kW and from 13.46 kW to 22.93 kW, respectively. For
these methods, corresponding average RMSEs over different PV technologies are 17.59 kW
and 17.14 kW. For the models based on kNN and SVM, the RMSEs ranged from 14.75 kW to
24.20 kW and from 12.75 kW to 23.43 kW, respectively, for different PV technologies, with
corresponding average errors of 18.74 kW and 16.91 kW. Similarly, considering the MAE,
the error ranges for GBM-, RF-, kNN-, and SVM-based models are 6.06 kW to 10.18 kW,
5.61 kW to 9.64 kW, 13.33 kW to 15.73 kW, and 2.26 kW to 9.13 kW, respectively. Cor-
responding MAE values, averaged for different PV technologies, are 8.28 kW, 7.88 kW,
14.45 kW, and 6.89 kW, respectively. As seen from the figure, similar trends are observed
in the case of the other error measures such as NRMSE and R2. These indicate that the
models based on the ensembled and SVM-based algorithms outperformed the kNN-based
predictions. However, the computational times required for the SVM-based models were
substantially high compared with the ensembled models. This is because the training
dataset consisted of two years of performance data from the farm (more than 1 million
data points), and SVM has the inherent limitation of high computational time with larger
large training samples. Performances of the proposed ensembled models are comparable
with those of the modelling approaches based on deep learning, as reported, for example,
in [14,15]. The lower computation demand of the proposed ensembled models compared
with the SVM and complex deep learning options could be an advantage in applications
requiring real-time and near-real-time power predictions.
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Figure 10. Performance of the models in predicting the power production from the solar PV systems.

The modelled and observed power produced by the panels are compared in Figure 11.
In order to clearly visualize the variations in the model performances, results from an hour
of a representative day are plotted in the graph. The figures bring out the performance
of the models under varying insulation levels and changing ambient temperatures. Close
agreements between the predictions of the GBM, RF, and SVM models and actual observa-
tions are well evident in these figures as well. The relatively low accuracies of kNN-based
models are well reflected in the figure. This is more prominent in the evening hours when
the ambient temperature (which is used as the model input) starts receding while the cell
temperature (which actually influences the efficiencies of the cells) still remains high due to
the time lag in cooling the cell surfaces.
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Figure 11. Power output from different PV systems predicted by the ML models compared with the
actual measurements.
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, we present ensemble machine learning models based on random forest
and gradient boosting machine algorithms to predict the power generation from six differ-
ent PV technologies working under tropical environments. These are then compared with
the performance of the similar models based on support vector machines and k-nearest
neighbour, which were reported by the authors earlier. The data required for developing
these models were collected from a well-instrumented 1.2 MW solar farm, which were
then pre-processed for model development. Features of the model were chosen through
principal component analysis. In general, models based on decision-tree-based ensembled
algorithms performed well in predicting the power output from the solar panels with
different technologies. For example, with a panel rated capacity of 200 kWp, the average
RMSEs of the models based on the gradient boosting machines and random forest are
17.59 kW and 17.14 kW, respectively. The corresponding MAEs are 8.28 kW and 7.88 kW.

Being computationally less demanding compared with the deep learning models, the
proposed ensembled models can be a good choice for system control applications which
require real-time or near-real time production estimates. These prediction models can be
further developed into solar PV power forecasting systems by integrating them with the
forecasts of relevant weather inputs from numerical weather prediction (NWP) models.
For example, depending on the time horizon of the relevant NWP weather forecasts (hour-
ahead, day-ahead, etc.), which are used as the inputs for the proposed prediction models,
the power generated by the PV plant can be forecasted in different time windows of interest.
Such integrated forecasting systems can assist the grid managers in formulating efficient
power dispatch strategies and help PV power plant developers in successfully participating
in the dynamic energy markets.
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